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Common European Distribution Models 

U.S. investment managers offer investment advice to European investors 
primarily using at least one of the following structures: 

 Separate accounts (institutional investors only)  

› Institutional investor investment adviser (per country)  

› AIFMD-exempt (i.e., “out of scope”) (pan-European) 

 Non-registered investment funds (institutional investors only) 

› Private placements (per country) (e.g., U.S., Cayman, Luxembourg and/or Irish domiciled) 

 Supervision by a third-party management company (assuming responsibility for MiFID II 
disclosure, due diligence, and compensation requirements) with investment management 
delegated to U.S. manager 

› AIFMD-compliant (pan-European) (European domiciled only) 

 Registered investment funds (institutional and retail investors) 

› Registered offering (per country) (European domiciled only) 

› UCITS-compliant (pan-European) (European domiciled only) 
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Common European Distribution Models (continued) 

Not all European distribution models require establishing an office in Europe 

 Separate Accounts 

› Institutional investor investment adviser exemption 

 Available in some countries (e.g., U.K.), but not others (France, Germany)  

› Investors must be AIFMD “out-of-scope” 

 Non-registered investment funds relying on individual country private 
placement regimes 

› But not all European countries have private placement regimes that are easily navigated 
(e.g., France, Germany) 

BUT:  U.S. investment managers/fund promoters that deal directly with E.U. 
clients are subject to MiFID/MiFID II and local marketing regulations 
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Common European Distribution Models (continued) 

When a local presence is required, U.S. Managers may either 

 Establish/acquire their own E.U.-based investment managers and/or fund 
management companies and E.U.-domiciled fund 

 Contract with a third party to provide a fund management company 
and/or E.U.-domiciled fund 

› AIFMD-compliant funds (whether per private placement regime or pan European) 

› UCITS-compliant funds 
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Common European Distribution Models (continued) 

Can you still rely on “reverse solicitation”? 

 Although not expressly prohibited by MiFID/MiFID II or the AIFMD, reverse 
solicitation is not practical as a long-term distribution strategy 

 

 

Note:  “Reverse Solicitation” occurs when an E.U.-based investor initiates 
contact with a U.S.-based fund manager rather than the U.S.-based fund 
manager initiating contact with the E.U.-based investor.  Before 2011, to avoid 
E.U. regulation, U.S. managers commonly claimed that E.U.-based investors 
found them based on the managers’ reputations – that is, reverse solicitation – 
rather than any directed marketing effort into the E.U.  
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Integrating European Distribution with Global 

Distribution 

Products primarily intended for European investors also can be distributed 
(subject to conditions) in certain Asian/Pacific, South American and Middle 
Eastern countries 

 Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan 

 Australia 

 Chile, Peru 

 UAE, Qatar 
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Integrating European Distribution with Global 

Distribution (continued) 

UCITS- and AIFMD-compliant funds also may be used as master funds with 
feeder funds organized in EU and non-EU countries (e.g., U.S., Cayman 
Islands, Bermuda) 

Example: 
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European Distribution Opportunities 

Current focus of many European investors is retirement savings, creating 
opportunities for U.S. managers with: 

 Government and quasi-government pension funds 

 Private pension funds 

 Insurance companies 

 Banks 
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European Distribution Opportunities (continued) 

European distribution is becoming more integrated 

 Shares of investment funds are being included with insurance and other 
types of products to provide products specific for pensions and retirement 
savings (focus on guaranteed rates of return and preservation of capital) 

 Fund distribution platforms (primarily operating between fund promoters 
and fund distributors) are becoming more common 

 Platforms specific to alternative funds are still in their infancy 

› Many platforms are now requiring participating investment products to have a cross-border 
passport, i.e., UCITS or AIFM.  Before, many investment products could rely on the “reverse 
solicitation” exemption 
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European Distribution Opportunities (continued) 

Retail distribution, however, remains difficult . . . 

 Banks still control about 80 percent of retail fund distribution in most 
countries, other than the U.K. 

 ETFs have eroded the European market for actively managed funds (UCITs 
and AIFs) in the same manner as they have eroded the U.S. market for 
actively managed funds (especially 1940 Act funds and hedge funds) 

 

. . . and is now in flux 

 MiFID II, with its onerous marketing requirements, is having a profound 
effect on retail fund platforms, and more generally on retail fund 
distribution 
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Successful Distribution Strategies 

 Focus on the institutional market 

 Offer investment strategies that are 

› Easily differentiated in the market 

› Complement other investment products 

 Build out gradually, but with an eye to the future 

› Start with the “low hanging fruit” 

 Large pensions funds (especially, the Netherlands, Australia, Chile, Peru) 

 Insurance companies 

 Your existing institutional clients 

 Firms similar to your existing institutional clients 

› Consider initially using third-party services rather than building your own 
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Successful Distribution Strategies (continued) 

 Create a fund structure that can be 

› Easily integrated into your existing distribution program 

› Easily adapted to new opportunities 

 Be prepared for the long term (at least five years) 

› Europeans want to know that you are committed   

› Invest in marketing 

› Visit/contact potential customers and distribution channels frequently  

 To quote Woody Allen, “Eighty-percent of success is a result of showing up.” 
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Moving Forward 

 Determine what strategies you want to offer and to what types of investors 

 Determine where those investors are located and how they want to 
purchase those strategies (e.g., separate account, AIFMD-compliant fund, 
UCITS-compliant fund) 

 Determine what infrastructure you need – your own or a third party’s – in 
order to deliver the strategy in the form required 

 Determine if there is actual interest for the strategy from those investors 
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Moving Forward (continued) 

 Building out a fund structure to market into the EU will take time (e.g., 9 to 
16 months) 

 Consider how E.U. distribution will affect your existing operations 

› New personnel in the U.S. and/or Europe 

› Any E.U. distribution will likely require changes to your compliance program 

 Marketing 

 Disclosure 

 Compensation 

 Trading/best execution 

› MiFID II requires brokers to separate research costs and trading costs, which is inconsistent with 
U.S. practice and requires adjustments by U.S. managers 

 U.S. federal income taxation/tax treaties with different EU countries  
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Who We Are 

We are an international law firm, comfortable with complexity and intensely 
focused on results.  With innovation in our DNA, we attract clients that are 
visionaries, trailblazers and game changers – those firms willing to push into 
new markets, create new products, pursue disruptive business models. And we 
are there for them each step of their journey, giving them confidence to 
succeed.  
 
We are committed to bringing our best to each client – hands-on, business 
savvy, straightforward legal advice – a culture that promotes collaboration and 
diversity of thought.  We take great pride that among our clients are 
enterprises owned and/or led by women and people of color.   
 
At Sullivan, we will recalibrate your  
expectations of what it means to work  
with a law firm. 
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For Additional Information 

For more information, please contact: 

John Hunt 

+1 (617) 338-2961 

jhunt@sullivanlaw.com 
 

 

sullivanlaw.com/investment-management 
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Legal Notice 
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© 2019 Sullivan & Worcester. Sullivan is an international entity 
operating through various separate and distinct legal entities. For 
further information about these entities and Sullivan’s structure, 
please call +1 (617) 338-2800. All rights reserved.  

NO LEGAL ADVICE - The information contained herein is made 
available for general informational purposes only, and is not intended 
to constitute specific legal advice or to be a substitute for advice from 
qualified counsel. Without limiting the foregoing, this information may 
not reflect recent developments in the law, may not be complete, and 
may not be accurate in or applicable to your jurisdiction. Because this 
information is general in nature and may not pertain to your specific 
circumstances, you should not act or refrain from acting based on any 
Information without first obtaining advice from professional counsel 
qualified in the applicable subject matter and jurisdictions. 

NO ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP - Sullivan has a policy of 
entering into attorney-client relationships with its clients only in 
accordance with certain procedures which include executing an 
engagement letter and addressing professional responsibility conflicts 
as required by the bar associations of the jurisdictions in which 
Sullivan maintains offices. You agree that your receipt of this 
information does not create an attorney-client relationship between 
you and Sullivan. If you wish to become a client of Sullivan, you must 
contact an appropriate Sullivan attorney and explicitly negotiate a 
retention. This presentation is not an invitation to form an attorney-
client relationship. 

NO ADVERTISING OR SOLICITATION – This presentation is not intended 
to be an advertisement or solicitation, but may be deemed an 
ADVERTISEMENT in certain jurisdictions. 

AUTHORIZED JURISDICTIONS; CERTIFICATIONS - While Sullivan 
practices law in the jurisdictions in which its offices are located as well 
as other jurisdictions, each Sullivan attorney is licensed to practice only 
in those jurisdictions set forth in that attorney's biography on the 
Sullivan website, www.sullivanlaw.com. Except as specifically stated, 
each Sullivan attorney is not certified (including as a specialist) by any 
professional or government authority. The listing of Sullivan attorneys 
in practice groups is not intended to indicate any professional or 
governmental certification. 

NO WARRANTY OF RESULTS - The information in this presentation may 
contain descriptions of matters in which Sullivan successfully 
represented its clients. The results of these matters were dependent on 
their specific circumstances, and are in no way intended to be 
predictive of future results, even in similar circumstances, or offer any 
type of guarantee or assurance of outcome. Information pertaining to 
Sullivan clients may not reflect the opinions such clients. 
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